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	 For	years,	no	discussion	about	future-proofing	
enterprise networks was complete without 
pondering	the	question	of	when	copper	cabling	
would become obsolete. Today, it is virtually 
impossible to debate the overall superiority of 
optical	fiber	versus	copper	cabling	since	both	have	
unique	and	distinct	advantages	when	networks	
are looked at as a whole—from the device to the 
data center.
	 Two	decades	ago,	many	optical	fiber	
proponents	declared	that	category	6	balanced	
twisted-pair	would	be	the	limit	for	copper	cabling.	
However, the advancements that have since 
brought	us	category	6A	and	category	7A (and will 
soon	bring	us	category	8),	have	done	more	than	
simply	prove	that	mindset	wrong.	Indeed,	they	
have	paved	the	way	for	copper	cabling	to	remain	
the	de	facto	medium	to	the	desktop	and	building	
device	for	decades	to	come.	And	advancements	
happening	now	with	copper	cabling	technology	
and	within	standards	bodies	will	uphold	a	long-
term position for balanced twisted-pair copper 
cabling	at	the	data	center	edge	where	switch-to-
server connections are supported.
	 Nonetheless,	optical	fiber	cabling	will	likely	
remain	the	standard	for	bandwidth-hungry	
applications	such	as	backbone	cabling,	data	
center	core	networking	and	outside	plant	
communication.	New	optical	fiber	technologies	
and	standards	are	making	it	easier,	cost-effective	
and	less	complex	than	ever	to	deploy	high-
speed links in these areas where there is a need 
to	quickly	and	efficiently	move	large	amounts	
of	data	over	longer	distances.	Optical	fiber	is	
also	finding	a	new	home	in	some	premises	
environments where passive optical networks 
make sense.
	 The	Ethernet	Alliance	predicts	that	Ethernet	
could have as many as six new speeds in the 
next	five	years,	12	new	speeds	by	the	year	2020	
and	greater	than	terabit	per	second	(Tb/s)	speeds	
beyond	2020.	With	such	a	dramatic	copper	and	
optical	fiber	technological	revolution	taking	
place	(See	Figure	1	on	page	8),	there	is	a	need	to	
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understand	the	benefits	that	each	
media type can offer in data center, 
campus and premises (i.e., all in-
building	cabling	excluding	the	
data	center)	environments.	This	
article will examine performance 
differentiators between media, 
key	considerations	for	selecting	
the type of copper and optical 
fiber	cable	and	connectivity,	and	
some	of	the	developing	standards	
that will further impact media 
selection.

Copper is the Premises 
Power Play
 In	premises	applications,	
optical	fiber	cabling	is	commonly	
deployed for the backbone infra-
structure	where	longer	distances	
than	what	copper	cabling	can	
support	are	often	required.	As	work	
area	and	building	device	speeds	
and	data	throughput	increase,	
an	optical	fiber	backbone	also	
offers the incremental bandwidth 
capability	required	for	aggregation,	

future-proofing	and	transmitting	
increasing	amounts	of	data	at	a	
faster rate.

From the telecommunications 
room	(TR)	to	the	device	(i.e.,	
horizontal	premises	cabling),	
balanced twisted-pair copper 
remains	a	primary	cabling	 
medium due to its low cost, the 
availability	of	equipment,	easy	
installation	and	flexibility,	and	
the	ubiquity	of	the	RJ45	network	
interface.	Required	speeds	for	
horizontal	premises	cabling	have	
also remained within copper’s 
capabilities with limited need  
for	speeds	greater	than	10	gigabits	
per	second	(Gb/s)	to	the	desktop	 
or	building	device.	However,	 
there is another reason why  
copper	cabling	is	preferred	in	 
this environment—power.
	 In	less	than	a	decade,	remote 
powering	technology	has	revolu-
tionized the look and feel of the 
information and communications 
technology	(ICT)	world.	Unlike	

optical	fiber,	balanced	twisted-pair	
copper	cabling	has	the	capability	
to	deliver	direct	current	(dc)	power	
to	Internet	protocol	(IP)-enabled	
devices such as surveillance 
cameras, wireless access points 
(WAPs),	LED	lighting	fixtures,	
radio	frequency	identification	
(RFID)	readers,	digital	displays,	IP	
phones	and	an	ever-growing	list	
of new devices. The popularity of 
this	technology	is	staggering—
more	than	100	million	power	
over	Ethernet	(PoE)-enabled	
ports	are	shipping	annually.	In	
addition to Ethernet, the presence 
of	HDBaseT	supported	by	copper	
cabling	deployed	in	the	global	
professional	AV	market	is	growing	
dramatically and is predicted to 
exceed	21	million	ports	next	year.	
Furthermore,	published	Power	
over	HDBaseT	(PoH)	technology	
can	power	any	Energy	Star™	6.1-	
compliant television (typically 
up	to	and	including	60	inches)	
that	consumes	less	than	100	watts	
(W),	throwing	open	the	doors	
to	advanced	AV	opportunities	
supported by premises networks.
	 Remote	powering	applications	
are	also	continuing	to	advance.	
The	IEEE	P802.3bt	DTE	Power	
via	MDI	over	4-Pair	Task	Force	is	
currently	developing	standards	for	
using	all	four	pairs	in	a	twisted-
pair copper cable to deliver even 
higher	levels	of	remote	power	than	
has previously been available in 
existing	Type	1	and	Type	2	PoE	
technologies	that	use	just	two	
balanced twisted pairs. These four-
pair	PoE	projects	will	augment	
the	capabilities	of	existing	power	
sourcing	equipment	(PSE)	and	
powered	device	(PD)	specifications	
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with	Type	3	(≤	60	W	at	the	PSE)	
and	Type	4	(≤	100	W	at	the	PSE)	
requirements.
	 While	copper	typically	wins	
out	over	optical	fiber	in	horizontal	
premises	cabling	applications	due	
to	its	remote	powering	capabilities,	
there are other factors to consider. 
Remote power delivery produces 
temperature rise in cable bundles 
and the potential for electrical 
arcing	that	can	damage	connector	
contacts.	In	extreme	environments,	
temperature rise and contact 
arcing	can	cause	irreversible	
damage	to	cable	and	connectors.	
The	latest	draft	of	TSB-184-A,	
Guidelines for Supporting Power 
Delivery Over Balanced Twisted-Pair 

Cabling,	recommends	choosing	
connecting	hardware	that	has	
the	required	performance	for	
mating	and	unmating	under	the	
relevant levels of electrical power 
and	identifies	IEC	6051299001	
as an example performance test 
schedule.	Choosing	higher-quality	
and	specially	qualified	shielded	
category	6A	and	category	7A	cabling	
systems	and	connecting	hardware	
that	are	independently	certified	for	
compliance	to	IEC	60512-99-001	
ensures optimum thermal stability 
and reliable connections for remote 
powering	applications.
	 Exceeding	the	operating	temp- 
erature	range	for	copper	cabling,	
which	is	specified	as	-20	degrees	

 FIGURE 2: Horizontal cable length de-rating versus temperature for application speeds up to 
10GBASE-T show that category 6A and 7

A
 shielded cables with enhanced mechanical reliability and 

thermal stability require less length reduction to satisfy insertion loss requirements. 
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Celsius	(°C	[4	degrees	Fahrenheit	 
(°F)])	to	60	°C	(140	°F)	by	TIA 
and	ISO/IEC,	can	also	have	an 
irreversible effect on trans-
mission performance. Since 
deployment of certain remote 
powering	applications	can	
result in a temperature rise of 
10	°C	(50	°F)	or	higher	within	
bundled cables, the typical rule 
of thumb is to not install cables 
in	environments	above	50	°C	
(122	°F).	This	restriction	can	be	
problematic	in	regions	such	as	
the	American	southwest,	the	
Middle East and northern areas 
of	Australia	where	temperatures	
in	enclosed	ceiling,	plenum	
and riser shaft spaces can easily 
exceed these temperatures. 
Using	higher-quality	shielded	
category	6A	and	7A cables that 
are	qualified	for	mechanical	
reliability	up	to	75	°C	(167	°F)	
can	help	designers	overcome	
this obstacle.
	 Awareness	of	the	amount	
of heat build-up inside the 
cable bundle due to remote 
power delivery is important 
because cable insertion loss 
(i.e.,	signal	attenuation)	is	
directly proportionate to 
temperature—insertion loss 
increases as temperature 
increases.	Accordingly,	both	TIA	
and	ISO/IEC	specify	an	insertion	
loss	de-rating	factor	for	use	in	
determining	the	maximum	
channel	length	at	temperatures	
above	20	°C	(68	°F).	The	
temperature dependence is 
different for unshielded and 
shielded cables—in fact, the de-
rating	coefficient	for	unshielded	
cable is actually three times 
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greater	than	shielded	cable	above	
40	°C	(104	°F).1

	 As	shown	in	Figure	2,	at	60	°C	
(140	°F),	the	standards-specified	
length	reduction	for	category	6A	
unshielded	twisted-pair	(UTP)	
horizontal	cables	is	18	meters	 
(m	[60	feet	(ft)]).	In	this	case,	 
the maximum permanent link 
length	must	be	reduced	from	 
90	m	(295	ft)	to	72	m	(236	ft)	 
to offset increased insertion loss 
due to temperature. For minimally 
compliant	category	6A	F/UTP	
horizontal	cables,	the	length	
reduction	is	only	7	m	(23	ft)	at	 
60	°C	(140	°F).	Simply	put,	shield-
ed	cabling’s	inherently	superior	
transmission performance at 
elevated temperatures translates  
to less need for reduction in  
overall	channel	length	at	temp- 
eratures	greater	than	20°C	(68°F).
	 In	addition,	cables	specifically	
designed	to	exhibit	superior	
mechanical reliability and stable 
insertion loss performance can 
support	channel	lengths	greater	
than	specified	by	the	standards	
at elevated temperatures. For 
example, some fully-shielded 
category	7A	cables rated for 
mechanical reliability up to  
75	°C	(167	°F)	do	not	require	 
any	length	de-rating	to	support	
remote	powering	currents	up	to	
600	milliamps	(mA)	applied	to	all	
four pairs in environments up to 
70	°C	(150	°F).	The	flexibility	to	
support	longer	channel	lengths	
provides	designers	with	the	
opportunity	to	reach	the	greatest	
number	of	PoE	devices	in	premises	
environments.	With	the	higher	
power	of	emerging	four-pair	PoE	
Type	3	and	Type	4	on	the	horizon,	

the	ability	for	cabling	to	reliably	
support	remote	powering	will	
become even more critical.
	 In	addition,	multiple	low-	
speed, low-pair count applications 
can still be found in many dense 
premises environments, such 
as	those	supporting	call	center,	
automation and industrial 
applications, where it is cost 
prohibitive to provide an optical 
fiber	network.	While	these	systems	
do	not	require	high	bandwidth	
cabling,	many	of	today’s	category	
7A	cable	and	connector	offerings	
can	support	multiple	1-	and	
2-pair	low-speed,	high-density
applications	over	one	4-pair	cable.
This	standards-approved	strategy
is	referred	to	as	cable	sharing	and
can free up valuable pathway
space, reduce the number of cables
and unused pairs, provide cost
savings,	and	may	be	leveraged
along	with	other	practices	that
reduce	material	and	energy	waste
for	green	performance	credits.

Optical Fiber Offers 
Premises Benefits Too

Despite	copper	cabling’s	
support	for	PoE	and	other	
remote	powering	applications,	
there are still some scenarios in 
horizontal premises networks 
that	call	for	fiber-to-the-desk	
(FTTD)	applications.	In	addition	
to some specialized applications 
and	devices	that	require	optical	
fiber	connectivity,	highly	secure	
networks	can	benefit	from	optical	
fiber	since	its	immunity	to	any	
electromagnetic	interference	(EMI)	
and	radio	frequency	interference	
(RFI)	significantly	reduce	the	risk	
of	hackers	accessing	data.

	 Premises	optical	fiber	cabling	
can	also	be	beneficial	in	historical	
facilities,	large	warehouses,	hotels	
or	other	facilities	where	locating	
TRs	to	maintain	the	100	m	(328	ft)	
distance limitation of copper is not 
always feasible or cost effective. 
One	option	that	can	make	sense	
in	these	horizontal	cabling	
environments is a passive optical 
network	(PON).	Having	recently	
emerged	as	an	alternative	to	
copper	switched	networks,	PONs	
are	capable	of	distributing	voice,	
video and data to the desktop over 
one	singlemode	optical	fiber.	In	a	
PON,	a	singlemode	optical	fiber	
runs from an optical line terminal 
(OLT)	to	a	passive	optical	splitter	
where it splits into multiple 
optical	fibers.	It	then	connects	to	
optical	network	terminals	(ONTs)	
at work areas that convert the 
optical	signal	for	transmission	over	
copper	twisted-pair	cabling.	PONs	
offer	the	benefit	of	transmission	
distances that are well in excess 
of	100	m	(328	ft),	as	well	as	easy	
deployment and reduced pathway 
and	conduit	space	requirements	
due to the smaller size of a 
singlemode	cable.
 There are, however, other 
considerations	when	deploying	a	
PON.	While	these	systems	often	
use	direct	equipment	connections	
or	“point-to-point”	cabling	that	
is not standards-compliant and 
can	limit	flexibility,	implementing	
structured	cabling	cross-connects	
or interconnects between the 
OLT	and	splitter	and	between	the	
splitter	and	ONTs	can	improve	
manageability.	This	allows	OLT	
ports to be easily allocated to 
any splitter, and splitter ports 

1 Annex G in ANSI/TIA-568-C.2 and Table 21 in ISO/IEC 11801, 2nd edition.



to be easily allocated to any 
ONT.	In	addition,	deploying	two	
singlemode	optical	fibers	to	each	
ONT	provides	an	upgrade	path	
supporting	Ethernet	equipment.
	 For	a	PON	to	support	PoE,	an	
upgraded	ONT	must	be	deployed	
at	the	work	area.	To	date,	PON	
ONTs	only	support	PoE	Type	1 
power	injection	(maximum	
output	of	15.4	W	from	the	power	
source).	This	can	limit	the	ability	
to	support	emerging	IEEE	802.11ac	
Wi-Fi	and	other	technologies,	
which	require	Type	2	PoE	(max- 
imum	output	of	30	W	from	the 
power	source).	One	way	to	enhance	
PONs	and	ensure	support	for	
emerging	PoE	applications	is	to	
include the addition of a copper 
outlet at the work area. This also 
provides the second permanent 
link	at	the	work	area	required	
as	the	minimum	topology	by	
commercial	building	standards.

Data Center Teammates
	 In	the	data	center	environ-
ment,	copper	and	optical	fiber	
cabling	co-exist	in	a	similar	
fashion to the premises network—
copper in the horizontal (or 
edge)	supporting	switch-to-server	
connections	and	optical	fiber	in	
the	higher	speed	backbone	(or	
core)	supporting	switch-to-switch	
connections.

 The ability of balanced 
twisted-pair	copper	cabling	to	
support	speeds	of	10	Gb/s	makes	
it the preferred choice for today’s 
data center switch-to-server 
connections.	With	cabling	channel	
lengths	supported	up	to	100	m	
(328	ft)	and	transceiver	costs	still	
well	below	that	of	optical	fiber,	
category	6A	and	higher	copper	
cabling	is	currently	well	suited	to	
support a variety of architectures 
for switch-to-server connections, 
including	top	of	rack,	middle	of	
row	(MoR)	and	end	of	row	(EoR)	
scenarios.
 However, with switch-to-server 
connection	speeds	pushing	beyond	
10	Gb/s,	TIA	and	ISO/IEC	cabling	
standards	development	groups	
have already initiated work on 
category	8	cabling	to	support	40	
gigabit	Ethernet	(i.e.,	40GBASE-T)	
over balanced twisted-pair copper 
cabling.	In	July	2015,	the	IEEE	
802.3	Ethernet	Working	Group	also	
formally	approved	merging	the	
initiative	to	develop	25GBASE-T	
application	requirements	with	the	
IEEE	P802.3bq	project	to	develop	
40GBASE-T.	The	opportunity	for	
25GBASE-T	lies	in	the	30	m	(98	ft) 
reach zone as a cost-optimized 
step	on	the	speed	migration	path	
to	40GBASE-T.	Like	40GBASE-T,	
25GBASE-T	will	have	the	reach	to	
support	a	much	broader	range	of	

architectures than direct attach 
twinaxial connections to easily 
facilitate all types of cabinet to 
cabinet, MoR and EoR switch-to-
server connections.
	 Intended	for	operation	over	
the	same	two-connector	ISO/IEC	
class	I/class	II	and	TIA	category	8	
channels	planned	for	40GBASE-T,	
25GBASE-T	is	technically	feasible,	
building	on	the	existing	and	 
well-established	10GBASE-T	
technology	that	is	evolving	to	
support	40GBASE-T	over	copper.	
Because	it	shares	open	and	
common	specifications,	ensures	
interoperability and backwards 
compatibility, and offers the reach 
to	support	a	broad	range	of	switch-
to-server	architectures,	25GBASE-T	
will	positively	fit	within	the	
successful copper Ethernet eco-
system. The development of these 
two new applications will likely 
preserve copper’s place in the data 
center for several years to come.
	 While	copper	cabling’s	
position is stable in horizontal 
premises networks and at the 
data	center	edge,	core	backbone	
switch-to-switch data center 
deployments	for	networking	and	
storage	area	networks	(SANs)	
require	optical	fiber.	The	distances	
in these environments can extend 
beyond	the	range	supported	by	
copper and transmission speeds 

Application
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40/100 GbE OM4 @ 850 nm

FIGURE 3:  Low loss 0.2 decibel (dB) MPO connectors can support significantly more mated connections than  
standard loss 0.4 dB MPO connectors in 40/100 Gb/s OM3 and OM4 multimode optical fiber Ethernet channels.
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here	have	evolved	to	40	and	100	
Gb/s	for	Ethernet-based	networks	
and	16	and	32	Gb/s	for	Fibre	
Channel-based	SANs.	While	optical	
fiber	is	really	the	only	choice	in	
these environments, there are 
considerations.
	 Staying	within	optical	
insertion	loss	budgets	is	essential	
for	ensuring	proper	transmission	
of	data	signals	between	switches.	
The	length	and	number	of	
connections within a channel all 
contribute	to	link	loss,	and	higher	
speeds	have	more	stringent	loss	
requirements.	Today’s	flattened	
architectures with fewer switch 
tiers	also	result	in	longer	lengths	
between switches and the need 
for distribution points or cross 
connects	to	maintain	flexibility,	
facilitate	upgrades	and	limit	access	
to critical switches. This adds more 
connections and link loss within 
the channel.
 Therefore, use of specially 
qualified	low-loss	MPO	connectors	
deployed for switch-to-switch 
connections in the data center 
is	becoming	essential.	These	
interfaces better support multiple 
mated	connections	for	flexibility	
over	a	wide	range	of	distances	and	

configurations	while	remaining	
within	the	loss	budget.	As	shown	
in	Figure	3,	standard	loss	MPO	
connectors with a typical insertion 
loss	value	of	0.4	decibels	(dB)	
can only support two mated 
connections	in	a	40/100	Gb/s	OM4	
multimode	optical	fiber	Ethernet	
channel.	Alternatively,	low	loss	
MPO	connectors	that	offer	a	loss	
of	0.2	dB	can	support	five	mated	
connections.
	 Another	consideration	in	
switch-to-switch data center 
backbone applications is the 
ability	to	migrate	easily	to	higher	
transmission speeds. Modular 
components that can be swapped 
to	upgrade	from	LC	interfaces	 
used	for	10	Gb/s	applications	to	
MTP	interfaces	used	for	40	and	
100	Gb/s	applications	make	this	
migration	easier.
	 Maximizing	optical	fiber	 
utilization	for	high-speed	applica-
tions should also be considered.  
40	Gb/s	transmission	is	based	on 
eight	optical	fibers—four	trans-
mitting	and	four	receiving	at	
10	Gb/s	each.	Published	as	IEEE	
802.3bm™	earlier	this	year,	the	
latest	100GBASE-SR4	standard	for	
100	Gb/s	also	uses	eight	optical	

fibers—four	transmitting	and	four	
receiving	at	25	Gb/s	each.	With	
MTPs	being	a	12-fiber	connector	
but	only	requiring	eight	for	
transmission,	33	percent	of	the	
optical	fiber	goes	unused.	An	ideal	
way	for	data	center	managers	to	
ensure	100	percent	utilization	
of	optical	fiber	in	both	40	and	
100	Gb/s	applications	is	to	use	
conversion cords or modules that 
transition	two	12-fiber	MTPs	from	
backbone	cabling	to	three	8-fiber	
MTPs	for	connecting	to	40	and	 
100	Gb/s	equipment	(Figure	4).

More to Come
	 While	copper	and	optical	
fiber’s	positions	are	stable	in	
the premises and data center 
environments,	there	are	emerging	
technology	advancements	
and	developing	standards	that	
continue to have an impact on 
cabling	media	choice.
	 In	the	premises	environment,	
next-generation	Wi-Fi	applications	
have	many	designers	carefully	
considering	the	type	of	copper	
cabling	to	choose	for	new	
deployments	and	upgrades.	
Various	implementations	of	the	
latest	IEEE	802.11ac™-2013-based	
enterprise	WAPs	can	operate	at	
1.3	Gb/s,	2.6	Gb/s,	3.5	Gb/s	and	
even	higher	theoretical	maximum	
throughput	speeds.	As	a	result,	
there is an opportunity for 
optimized Ethernet speeds between 
1	Gb/s	and	10	Gb/s	to	support	
balanced twisted-pair uplink 
connections to these devices. 
In	response,	the	IEEE	802.3bz	
Standard	for	Ethernet	Amendment:	
Media Access Control Parameters, 
Physical Layers and Management 
Parameters for 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s 

FIGURE 4:  40/100 Gb/s equipment conversion cords that transition two low-loss 12-fiber  
MTP connectors from the backbone to three low-loss 8-fiber MTP connectors for equipment offer  

100 percent optical fiber utilization in 40 and 100 Gb/s applications.
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Operation is currently under 
development and anticipated to 
publish	in	August	2017.
	 While	2.5GBASE-T	is	targeted	
to	operate	over	existing	category	
5e	cabling	and	5GBASE-T	is	
targeted	to	operate	over	category	
5e	cabling	and	category	6	cabling,	
it is likely that some of the 
installed	base	of	cabling	systems	
will	not	support	2.5	Gb/s	and	5	
Gb/s	speeds.	Efforts	are	underway	
by	TIA	and	ISO/IEC	to	address	
the	qualification	of	installed	
category	5e	and	6	cabling,	which	
will	include	testing	to	extended	
frequencies,	to	ensure	support	
of	2.5GBASE-T	and	5GBASE-T.	
For new deployments, two 
category	6A	or	higher	channels	
are recommended for support 
of	each	new	802.11ac	WAP	
uplink connection, even if it 
is	anticipated	that	2.5GBASE-T	
or	5GBASE-T	equipment	will	
be deployed. Furthermore, it is 
well	understood	that	Type	2	PoE	
is needed to support the latest 
generation	of	802.11ac	WAPs	and	
higher	power	four-pair	PoE	may	
be	required	for	next-generation	
802.11ac	WAPs.	This	brings	us	
back	to	the	higher	temperature	
rise issue within cable bundles 
and the fact that advanced 
shielded	copper	cabling	is	better	
able	to	support	remote	powering	
with	less	length	de-rating.
	 In	the	data	center,	the	
aforementioned	25GBASE-T	
and	40GBASE-T	standards	in	
development will likely drive the 
adoption	of	the	future	category	
8	cabling	in	switch-to-server	
data	center	connections.	When	

it	comes	to	optical	fiber,	the	
IEEE	P802.3bs	400	Gb/s	Ethernet	
Task Force is also already hard at 
work	on	determining	physical	
layer	specifications	for	400	Gb/s	
fiber	applications.	Objectives	
were approved earlier this year 
and the standard is anticipated 
to	publish	in	early	2017.	While	
still early in the development 
process,	400GBASE-DR4	is	
expected	to	use	eight	singlemode	
optical	fibers	(four	transmitting	
and	four	receiving	at	100	Gb/s)	
to	support	400	Gb/s	over	500	
m	(1640	ft)	and	400GBASE-
SR16	is	anticipated	to	use	32	
multimode	optical	fibers	(16	
transmitting	and	16	receiving	
at	25	Gb/s)	to	support	400	Gb/s	
over	100	m	(328	ft).	400	Gb/s	
Ethernet applications supported 
by	singlemode	optical	fiber	for	
operation	over	2	kilometers	 
(km	[1.2	miles	(mi)])	and	10	km	
(6.2	mi)	for	outside	plant	and	
campus environments are also 
under development.
	 In	addition,	there	is	currently	
work within standards bodies to 
specify	wideband	multimode	fiber	
(WBMMF),	which	uses	wavelength	
division	multiplexing	to	support	
four	wavelength	transmission	 
over	one	optical	fiber	and	enables 
the potential for a duplex multi-
mode	optical	fiber	cable	to	support	 
100	Gb/s	rather	than	the	eight	 
optical	fibers	used	today.	Depend-
ing	on	the	outcomes,	these	
standards	will	have	a	significant	
future impact on the amount 
and	type	of	optical	fiber	selected	
for data center switch-to-switch 
backbone connections.
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Conclusion
	 Unlike	optical	fiber,	copper	has 
the ability to support remote power	
requirements	in	horizontal	
premises	networks.	And	with	the	
upcoming	category	8	twisted-pair	
cabling	positioned	to	support	cost- 
effective	25GBASE-T	and	40GBASE-T	
applications in data center switch-
to-server	edge	connections,	copper	
is	here	to	stay.	At	the	same	time,	
optical	fiber	is	the	only	cable	media 
able	to	handle	longer	distance	40	
and	100	Gb/s	channels	in	the	data	
center,	as	well	as	future	400	Gb/s	
and	TB/s	applications.
	 While	there	are	many	consider- 
ations	when	it	comes	to	selecting	
media—from the ability to 
adequately	handle	emerging	
four-pair	PoE	and	support	longer-
distance secure links in premises 
networks,	to	ensuring	low	loss,	
flexible	and	scalable	optical	fiber	
connections in the data center—
balanced twisted-pair copper and 
optical	fiber	both	have	their	place	
in in these environments and will
co co-exist for many years to come. In	
other	words,	it’s	time	to	stop	asking	
when	copper	cabling	will	become 
obsolete.  
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